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Abstract
Research on the terrestrial C balance focuses largely on measuring and predicting responses of ecosystem-scale production and respiration to changing temperatures and hydrologic regimes. However, landscape morphology can modify the availability of resources from year to year by imposing physical gradients that redistribute soil water and other biophysical variables within ecosystems. This article demonstrates that the well-established biophysical relationship between soil respiration and soil moisture interacts with topographic structure to create bidirectional (i.e., opposite) responses of soil respiration to inter-annual soil water availability within the landscape. Based on soil respiration measurements taken at a subalpine forest in central Montana, we found that locations with high drainage areas (i.e., lowlands and wet areas of the forest) had higher cumulative soil respiration in dry years, whereas locations with low drainage areas (i.e., uplands and dry areas of the forest) had higher cumulative soil respiration in wet years. Our results indicate that for 80.9% of the forest soil respiration is likely to increase during wet years, whereas for 19.1% of the forest soil respiration is likely to decrease under the same hydrologic conditions. This emergent, bidirectional behavior is generated from the interaction of three relatively simple elements (parabolic soil biophysics, the relative distribution of landscape positions, and inter-annual climate variability), indicating that terrain complexity is an important mediator of the landscape-scale soil C response to climate. These results highlight that evaluating and predicting ecosystem-scale soil C response to climate fluctuation requires detailed characterization of biophysical-topographic interactions in addition to biophysical-climate interactions.
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Introduction
Understanding ecosystem responses to inter-annual climate variability is a central challenge facing the global change community (IPCC, 2007, Yuan et al., 2009). Research on the terrestrial C balance focuses largely on measuring and predicting responses of ecosystem-scale production and respiration to changing temperatures and hydrologic regimes (Law et al., 2002; Luyssaert et al., 2007; Bond-Lamberty & Thomson, 2010). However, landscape morphology can modify the availability of resources from year to year by imposing physical gradients that redistribute soil water and other biophysical variables within ecosystems (Jencso et al., 2009). Mountainous terrain imposes spatial variability on the horizontal redistribution of soil water, snow, insolation, and other biophysical resources. Current studies investigate how the variability of these resources will be affected by warming climate scenarios, and how such changes will affect spatiotemporal trends of water-mediated processes. Previous and current efforts have focused on temporal comparisons of carbon fluxes across sites, throughout successional stages, or along environmental gradients of precipitation and temperature (e.g., Piao et al., 2007; Stoy et al., 2008; Anderson-Teixeira et al., 2011). However, the potential for bidirectional responses of carbon fluxes to inter-annual climate variability, especially within single ecosystems, remains unknown.

The western United States is likely to experience earlier snow melt in the future (Barnett et al., 2005; Mote et al., 2005). As a result, spring runoff will increase and low areas of mountainous landscapes (e.g., riparian areas) will become wetter earlier in the growing season. Additionally, high and steep areas (i.e., typically forested slopes and ridges) will dry out faster. Carbon cycle studies in com-
plex terrain assume or are typically conditioned on mono-
tonic (i.e., unidirectional) responses of soil respiration to
water variability within the ecosystem. For example, Mon-
son et al. (2006) developed first-order exponential coeffi-
cients to describe the temperature sensitivity of soil respi-
ration beneath snowpacks, demonstrating that shallower
snowpacks could potentially reduce soil CO$_2$ loss from
mountain forest ecosystems. However, their study was
conducted in a well-drained upland site (Niwot Ridge
Ameriflux Site, CO, USA), and such monotonically increas-
ing relationships are conditioned to low soil water content.
It is likely that those relationships will show limitations to
quantifying large-scale soil respiration across great ranges
in soil moisture (e.g., at persistently saturated soils) or in
more poorly drained areas of the landscape. Schuur et al.
(2009) extrapolated upland, permafrost soil CO$_2$ dynam-
ics to the global permafrost C pool to determine potential
CO$_2$ emissions, assuming that upland dynamics are similar
elsewhere. Yet, these authors recognized that “[i]f anaero-
bic conditions are more typical in lowland landscapes, then
the estimate will have overestimated total C emissions to
the atmosphere, but will still accurately account for the cli-
mate impact of permafrost thaw.” How biological activity,
including autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration, will
respond to projected hydrologic changes in complex ter-
rain, and how these changes will in turn affect net ecosys-
tem productivity (NEP) in mountainous forests (e.g., Desai
et al., in press) remain to be addressed.

This article investigates the effects of inter-annual water
availability and landscape morphology on driving the spa-
tial variability of belowground processes, namely flux of
soil CO$_2$ to the atmosphere. We address this by measuring
soil respiration (also referred to as soil CO$_2$ efflux) in a sub-
alpine forest of central Montana across two hydrologically
different growing seasons (i.e., a “wet” year and a “dry”
year). Previous studies demonstrated the potential for dif-
ferential responses of soil respiration across singular land-
scape elements, using soil respiration plots located within
50 m of the stream channel (Pacific et al., 2009). Here,
we consider 62 soil respiration plots distributed across the en-
tire watershed (3.9 km$^2$) at distances up to ~1000 m from
the stream. More importantly, we examine landscape posi-
tion as a continuous variable using the calculated drainage
area for each pixel of the landscape. This is a considerable
advancement from previous studies because for the first
time it allows (1) evaluation and treatment of the landscape
as a continuously distributed variable; and (2) assessment
of the spatial manifestation of the parabolic relationship
between soil respiration and soil moisture, as mediated by
landscape structure. We hypothesize that complex terrain
facilitates a spatiotemporal organization of soil respiration
at the landscape scale via the horizontal redistribution of
soil water, and spatially correlated variables such as vege-
tation and physical and chemical properties of the soil.
Information gained through this research will enhance our
understanding of the effects of varying hydrologic regimes
on landscape-scale soil respiration and improve our capac-
ity to assess the effects of different climate scenarios on the
net ecosystem carbon balance of mountainous forests.

Methods

Site description

This study was conducted in the Upper Stringer Creek
Watershed (46°55 N; 110°54 W), a sub-watershed of the Ten-
derfoot Creek Experimental Forest (TCEF). TCEF is a sub-
alpine forest located in the Little Belt Mountains of central
Montana and operated by the US Forest Service. Tenderfoot
Creek drains into the Smith River, which is a tributary of
the Missouri River. The elevation within the Upper Stringer
Creek Watershed ranges from 2090 to 2421 m and the water-
shed has an area of 3.9 km$^2$. A snow survey telemetry sta-
tion (Stringer SNOTEL, National Resources Conservation
Service, http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/snotel/) was located
<1 km south of the Upper Stringer Creek Watershed. This
station provided real-time data for the 2005 and 2006 water
years, including snow depth, snow water equivalent (SWE),
and total precipitation. The two predominant ecosystems
at this site were riparian meadows (near the Stringer Creek
channel) and upland forests. Vegetation cover at ripar-
ian meadows consisted primarily of Calamagrostis canadens-
is (bluejoint reedgrass), whereas upland forests were vege-
tated mostly by Pinus contorta (lodgepole pine) and to a
lesser extent Abies lasiocarpa (Subalpine fir) and Picea Engel-
mannii (Engelmann Spruce). Vaccinium scoparium (Whortle-
berry) was the predominant understory species.

Terrain variability

Using a 3 m digital elevation model (DEM) derived
from Airborne Laser Swath Mapping (courtesy of the Na-
tional Center for Airborne Laser Mapping at the University
of California, Berkeley), we calculated the drainage area
(m$^2$) for each pixel of the watershed based on the trian-
gular multiple flow direction algorithm (Seibert & McGlynn,
2007). The drainage area is the area draining to a particular
location on the landscape and serves as a quantification of
relative soil wetness potential (Beven et al., 1979; McGlynn
& Seibert, 2003). Sponseller & Fisher (2008) and Riveros-
Iregui & McGlynn (2009) have previously demonstrated that
landscape position and drainage area are strong pre-
dictors of the spatial variability of soil respiration at sea-
sonal time scales.

Soil respiration and soil water content measurements

Soil respiration was measured at 62 soil respiration plots
located across the 3.9 km$^2$, Upper Stringer Watershed. Each
plot consisted of a 0.5 m$^2$ plot, roped off to minimize dis-
turbance. Soil respiration was measured using a soil respi-
ration chamber model SRC-1 (footprint of 314.2 cm$^2$, accu-
rate within 1% of calibrated range (0–9.99 g CO$_2$ m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$),
PP Systems, MA, USA) and an infrared gas analyzer [EGM-4, accuracy within 1% of calibrated of calibrated range (0–2000 ppm)]. Three soil chamber measurements were collected at each of the 62 sites every 2–7 days, over a sampling period between June 9 and August 30 in each year (2005 and 2006). Vegetation was clipped once a week after measurements were collected and roots were not disturbed. Prior to each measurement, the chamber was flushed with ambient air for 15 s and placed onto the soil, ensuring a good seal between the chamber and the soil surface. Soil CO$_2$ efflux was calculated by measuring the rate of increase in CO$_2$ concentration within the chamber and fitting a quadratic equation to the relationship between the increasing CO$_2$ concentration and elapsed time. To minimize introduction of biases during sampling, no chamber measurements were taken before 1000 LT or after 1600 LT. Additional details regarding sampling protocol have been described in previous studies (Pacific et al., 2008; Riveros-Iregui et al., 2008). Growing season (cumulative) flux was calculated by linearly interpolating between measurements. Riveros-Iregui et al. (2008) analyzed potential artifacts introduced by this approach and demonstrated that sampling frequency, linear interpolation between measurements, and time of day do not bias estimates of soil respiration when analyzed cumulatively (seasonally).

Volumetric soil water content was measured three times at each plot every time that soil respiration was measured. Measurements integrated the top 20 cm of the soil and were made using a portable meter (Hydrosense, Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT, USA). Measurements were corroborated with traditional time domain reflectometry (TDR) in the lab and in the field to ensure data reliability ($r^2 = 0.986$).

We calculated the difference of soil respiration between seasonal soil respiration measured in 2005 and 2006 and correlated this difference with drainage area. Drainage area values were considered outliers and excluded from all analyses if they fell outside a 90% confidence interval of a Studentized $t$-distribution of the residuals (Chatterjee & Hadi, 1986). Additionally, we used the jackknife method to assess the statistical significance of this correlation by repeatedly choosing a subset of $n − 1$ samples from the original dataset ($n = 58$; excluding outliers). As with the bootstrap method, the jackknife method provides better information on the characteristics of the population than the statistical parameters from the full dataset (Trauth, 2007). Results from our analysis, including uncertainty bounds, are reported as the mean and 1 SD of 58 linear regressions. All statistical analyses were performed using Matlab 7.10.0 (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).

Results

Hydrometeorology

The hydrometeorology of the 2005 and 2006 water years is summarized in Fig. 1 (note that a water year is marked by the 12 month period from October through September, designated by the calendar year in which it ends). Despite a marked difference in SWE maxima between 2005 and 2006 (277 mm vs. 350 mm, respectively), SWE increased earlier during 2006 relative to 2005. This resulted in a peak of SWE that occurred 16 days earlier during 2006 than 2005. Concomitantly, total precipitation (relative to May 1) was ~30% higher in 2005 than 2006 (375 mm vs. 282 mm; Fig. 1), indicating higher rainfall during the 2005 growing season (especially marked after June 1). Mean values of volumetric soil water content ranged from 0.10 to 0.75 during the 2005 and 2006 (Fig. 2). Comparing the 2 years, it is especially evident that those locations with persistently high soil moisture (>25%) are relatively much wetter during 2005 than those locations with lower soil moisture (<25%). In fact, the relative increase in soil moisture between 2005 and 2006 (Fig. 2) was significantly different between dry locations and wet locations (Wilcoxon rank sum test, 95% significance level). Taken together, these results demonstrate that (1) the 2005 growing season was relatively wetter than the 2006 growing season, owing to differences in snow melt timing and the total precipitation inputs; and (2) inter-annual changes in soil moisture occur differently across the landscape with lowland areas having relatively higher soil moisture in wet years than upland areas.

Soil respiration rates across two growing seasons

Seasonal rates of soil respiration ranged from ~400 to ~2500 g CO$_2$ m$^{-2}$ 83 day$^{-1}$ during both years (Fig. 3). Looking at the variability of these fluxes across 2005 and 2006, it is noted that the difference is not significant between years (mean soil respiration rates are 996.0 and 1000.7 g CO$_2$ m$^{-2}$ 83 day$^{-1}$, respectively; $P = 0.93$, ANOVA). In fact, at first it appears that the scatter of all data points falls well along the 1 : 1 line (Fig. 3). However, a significant correlation emerged between the difference of soil respiration between the 2 years and drainage area ($r^2 = 0.25; P < 0.0001$ based on least-squares regression; Fig. 4), indicating that locations with high drainage areas have higher cumulative soil respiration in dry years, whereas locations with low drainage areas have higher cumulative soil respiration in wet years. Based on this correlation (Fig. 4), we derived the drainage area for which soil respiration would be the same in both years. This area, or the “hinge point,” was 1287 m$^2$ ± 25 m$^2$ (1 mean and 1 SD of 58 least-squares regressions) between 2005 and 2006. We used this hinge point to visualize the forest into two behavioral states (Fig. 5). Our results indicate that 80.9% of the forest is below the hinge point and for those areas soil respiration is likely to increase during wet years. On the other hand, 19.1% of the forest is above the hinge point and for those areas soil respiration is likely to decrease under the same conditions.
Discussion

Understanding the responses of ecosystem-scale soil respiration and C exchange to changing environmental conditions has been the focus of many studies in complex terrain, from both modeling (Wilson & Baldocchi, 2001; Montagnani et al., 2009) and empirical (Monson et al., 2006; Schuur et al., 2009) perspectives. Their studies quantified and predicted the temporal variability of soil respiration for many ecosystems and biomes. Our field observations demonstrate that overestimating soil respiration is possible in low areas of mountainous landscapes or in upland locations of high drainage area. More importantly, our findings show that bidirectional behavior emerges in the response of soil respiration to inter-annual water availability in complex terrain.

Complex terrain fosters bidirectional responses to changing hydrologic regimes because of topography-driven, horizontal redistribution of soil water and likely associated mobilized solutes. This means that year-to-year changes in snow or rainfall will result in different soil water content across the landscape with some areas increasing or decreasing more than others (Fig. 2). Here, the horizontal redistribution of water was quantified by the “drainage area” metric, and its effects on soil respiration were quantified via a threshold for bidirectional response in space. For this mountainous ecosystem, we calculated a hinge point of 1287 m$^2$ ± 25 m$^2$ between 2005 and 2006 with soil respira-
tion rates differing by as much as ±700 g CO$_2$ m$^{-2}$ 83 day$^{-1}$ between years (Fig. 4). Below the hinge point (for landscape locations with drainage area smaller than the hinge point), it is likely that the soil is well aerated and root and microbial activities benefit from adequate oxygen diffusion and mobilization of other substrates into the soil column. Under these conditions, soil respiration increases with additional water inputs (Liu et al., 2002; Huxman et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2004) and wetter years promote higher biological activity and higher rates of soil respiration. However, above the hinge point (for landscape locations with drainage area greater than the hinge point), it is likely that soil water content is high and additional inputs of soil water further reduce aeration and diffusivity of oxygen and soil (CO$_2$). Under such conditions, soil respiration decreases with increasing water availability (Greaves & Carter, 1920; Linn & Doran, 1984; Skopp et al., 1990; Pacific et al., 2011) and wetter years can result in lower rates of soil CO$_2$ flux from the soil surface. While at the landscape scale, this relationship can be reduced to ‘binary’ behavior (wet vs. dry), the biophysics are not simply binary but rather a continuous function distributed across the landscape (Figs 4 and 5). It is important to highlight that the transition zone contains a new, emergent variable: the threshold area above which these differences in soil moisture may limit soil aeration (i.e., the hinge point). The drainage area metric subsumes the history of water redistribution across the landscape and the mobilization of associated solutes and biophysical, explaining why at the landscape scale instantaneous water content alone is not a sufficient predictor of the fluxes (Riveros-Iregui & McGlynn, 2009).

Variability in inter-annual precipitation or snow melt timing can impose further spatial variability in soil water and directly affect soil C and nutrient transformation across large areas. It is well recognized that many field and modeling studies use a parabolic relationship to describe the response of soil respiration to soil water content (e.g., Skopp et al., 1990; Mielnick & Dugas, 2000; Liu et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2004); however, implementing the parabolic relationship assuming that landscape dynamics are similar everywhere does not necessarily capture the emergent, bidirectional behavior observed from year to year. We suggest that the spatial manifestation of the parabolic relationship is strongly mediated by landscape structure and propose that bidirectional responses are the result of three relatively simple elements combined: para-
bolic soil biophysics, the relative distribution of landscape positions, and inter-annual climate variability. We suggest that, at least for mountainous terrain, modeling bidirectional behavior will require the implementation and parameterization of these elements: (1) parabolic soil biophysics, as represented by the parabolic relationship between soil moisture and soil respiration; (2) the relative distribution of landscape positions, given that drainage area and soil moisture vary with landscape position; (3) and inter-annual climate variability, given that as landscape position changes so does the response of local soil moisture to different precipitation inputs – this element represents a long-standing challenge in the hydrologic sciences (e.g., Sivapalan & Wood, 1986; Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1991; Western et al., 2002). Thus, it is expected that the absolute value of the hinge point vary from year to year or from ecosystem to ecosystem, depending on the combination of these three elements. It is also expected that the effects of elements (2) and (3) diminish as landscape complexity diminishes, ending at the case of the idealized flat landscape with homogeneously distributed soil moisture and biophysical resources (in this landscape only the parabolic relationship between soil moisture and soil respiration suffices because the entire landscape behaves essentially in the same way).

The findings presented here clearly demonstrate that bidirectional responses of soil respiration to changing hydrologic regimes can be very important and significant, even across short distances of complex terrain (this watershed is 3.9 km²). Bidirectional responses can be particularly prominent in other low and wet landscape areas such as intermountain wetlands or in areas where climate change may promote an early increase in soil moisture due to early snow melt (Barnett et al., 2005). Changes in soil water in low areas will simultaneously facilitate generation and flux of other important greenhouse gases (i.e., CH₄, N₂O) (Lohse et al., 2009) and stream carbon export (Kindler et al., 2011) that can further challenge biogeochemical quantifications at landscape and regional scales. In fact, increases in landscape-scale CH₄ emissions from lowland, permafrost areas have been attributed to changes in the microtopography, hydrologic conditions, in addition to changes in vegetation cover (Christensen et al., 2004; Walter et al., 2006). As in these studies, our study focused on the effects imposed by topographic variability; however, similar bidirectional response could also be observed with regards to productivity and vegetation responses to climate, or in response to the spatial variability of the vegetation itself, soil nutrient status, and other soil forming factors (Jenny, 1941). In fact, most ecosystems are characterized by reduced vegetation productivity during dry years; however, for systems where productivity is normally limited by too much water (e.g., forested wetlands) dry years can actually facilitate increased production (see long term spatio-temporal analysis by Conner et al., 2011). Future studies should focus on how landscape characteristics can be used to predict bidirectional responses of productivity, or how other correlated variables may interact with climate to introduce spatial heterogeneity of carbon flux responses at the landscape scale. Our findings provide new mechanistic insight into the response of soil respiration within complex landscapes, and they provide a framework for representing the spatial variability of belowground processes over complex terrain.

Conclusions

In this article, we analyzed the variability of seasonal soil respiration in response to changes in precipitation inputs, using measurements taken from 62 soil respiration locations distributed across a moderately complex watershed of the northern Rocky Mountains. We treated landscape position as a continuously distributed variable and examined the spatial manifestation of the parabolic relationship between soil respiration and soil moisture. Our results showed that landscape-scale soil respiration exhibits bidirectional behavior in response to inter-annual water availability. We demonstrate that locations with high drainage areas (i.e., lowlands and wet areas of the forest) had higher cumulative soil respiration in dry years, whereas locations with low drainage areas (i.e., uplands and dry areas of the forest) had higher cumulative soil respiration in wet years. Our results indicate that for 80.9% of the forest soil respiration is likely to increase during wet years, whereas for 19.1% of the forest soil respiration is likely to decrease under the same hydrologic conditions. These results reveal an important emergent, bidirectional behavior of complex landscapes that is generated from the interaction of three relatively simple elements (parabolic soil biophysics, the relative distribution of landscape positions, and inter-annual climate variability), and which may mediate the responses of belowground C processes to changing climate.

Our findings have implications for quantifying CO₂ losses from soils in response to climate variability and highlight the potential for overestimation of soil respiration rates in mountainous areas of models that omit the horizontal redistribution of water imposed by topography. Long-term measurements in the mountain regions of the western USA as well as in other biomes show that soil respiration is increasing in response to climate warming (Monson et al., 2006; Bond-Lamberty & Thomson, 2010). We demonstrated that the morphology of mountain landscapes mediates the sensitivity of this flux to climate change. Inter-annual variability in hydrologic regimes affects soil water content and soil biogeochemical processes differentially across the landscape. This bidirectional response may counteract the effects of rising temperatures and demonstrates that prognostic models must account for topographic effects on biophysical processes to accurately quantify soil respiration rates in areas of complex terrain.
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